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Plank aPPearance | oak savanne | essence |  bevelled,  intensely brushed
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 this is Parquet intelligence: 

Perfect solutions 
for all areas of 
use!

Are you looking for a parquet floor that offers you 
practical benefits?

Our intelligent solutions: the characteristics of our 
maintenance-free, healthy, sound-reduction parquet 
are unique worldwide, and provide extensive evidence 
of our innovations which set new benchmarks when 
it comes to parquet flooring, offering convenience, 
comfort and an enhanced sense of well being!

Products
2015|2016

Parquet 
intelligence

our knoWledge.
your benefits.

a matter of trust 
our family has been connected to the natural element, wood, 
for more than 180 years. after all, our home town Weiz is 
located in the middle of green styria, the province in austria 
with the largest abundance of forests. Just as our forests 
keep on growing, we also undergo continual development and 
growth. dr. nicola Weitzer, dr. michael Wesonig and kathrin 
Wesonig, who head the family enterprise, are the seventh 
generation to run the company, and take great care in 
continuing the lifework of their parents and grandparents.

“Made in Austria”is a special attribute 
of our products:

  We perform all work executees by hand in austria -  from cutting the 
timber, to producing the parquet.

  social responsibility is an integral part of our corporate policy, which 
is why we feel very strongly about ensuring that our personnel have 
jobs in austria in the future as well.

Made in austria

weiz

GenerAl
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cOMPlete AdhesiOn
Products that are suitable for complete 
adhesion to subfloor

flOAtinG instAllAtiOn
Products that are suitable for floating installation on 
recommended underlays

installation techniques

unique, All-rOund jOint-edGe iMPreGnAtiOn
the hydrostop impregnation applied at the factory provides the ultimate protection against the ingress of moisture 
due to small spillages

hydrostoP

3-lAyer PArquet
a spruce counterbalance base, combined with a spruce 
core and a real hardwood top layer gives the highest level 
of stability - even with floating installation

2-lAyer PArquet
a spruce base layer, combined with a real hardwood top  
layer gives a low floor height construction, which is ideal for 
renovations

Parquet structure

tOnGue And GrOOve
4-side tongue and groove connection

dOuble-click
intelligent, patented double-click system with the greatest 
interlocking power on the market

connection system

APPrOx. 2,0 tO 5,5 mm
this refers to the thickness of the hardwood top layer

Wear layer thickness

overvieW of 
icons

left And riGht hAnd blOcks
allows for a wide variety of possible installation 
patterns         

herringbone installation

dOn’t fOrGet: 
there’s a stair covering to match every parquet! no mat-
ter what wood species, format, colour and additional 
treatment you use

Wooden stairs WP multi

 liMited tO very GOOd
depending on the relevant layout (level of
heating loop), suitable for underfloor heating
 

 suitable for underfloor heating*

sOft tO very hArd
the hardness of the wood is especially important
in terms of pressure points - wear resistance is
additionally increased by means of the surface finish

hardness grade of Wood sPecies*

* more about this, beginning on page 69
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ProstrOnG
lacquered 
surface 
finish     

Pre-finished lacquered sealing, consisting of 
7 matched eco friendly layers in a satin gloss 
optical appearance

yOu see a satin gloss appearance 

yOu feel a uniform lacquered finish

intelliGent chArActeristics 
  maintenance-free for residential living
 meets class c of Önorm c 2354 

 (the highest standard for anti-scratch 
 and resistance against certain chemicals, 
 etc.)

combines the advantages of the Prostrong 
surface finish (maintenance-free) with the 
appearance of the natural oiled finish Provital

yOu see - the natural surface

yOu feel the pores

intelliGent chArActeristics 
  maintenance-free for residential living
  meets class c of Önorm c 2354 

 (the highest standard for anti-scratch 
 and resistance against certain chemicals, 
 etc.) 

ProActive+
the natural 
matt surface 
finish

ProvitAl finish
the natural 
oiled surface 
finish

oil from natural, plant-based raw materials and 
natural resins, sealing the open pores*

yOu see a satiny matt appearance

yOu feel the wood structure up close

intelliGent chArActeristics  
  regular maintenance refreshes the 

 impregnation/protective layer.  it is thus 
 ideal for commercial applications.
  especially breathable. can be partially 

 renovated. 
  surface oiled at the end of the workshop 

 production execute. 
 * it is essential that an additional finish be applied to the floor after 
    installation if it is to be used in a public area.

surfaces 
overvieW 
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colour range Lava colour range terra
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iMPeriAl PlAnk  
3-lAyer PArquet

wP GrAnd PlAnk  
3-lAyer PArquet
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colour ranges 
overvieW 

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

Oak black Pepper  

Oak black Pepper

Oak cognac  

Oak havana  

Oak krokant   

Oak cognac  

Oak havana

Oak krokant  

wP cOMfOrt PlAnk
3-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 1800 x 175 x 11 mm

wP quAdrA  
3-lAyer Parquet | dimensions: 1700 x 160 x 14 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

fumed Oak ice

fumed Oak Melange

Oak black Pepper

fumed Oak

Oak cognac  

nut steamed  

Oak coffee Melange  

Oak coffee

Oak havana  

Oak krokant  

Oak havana

wP 2.224 with silent intelliGencetM  
3-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 2245 x 193 x 14 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

Oak havana

wP chArisMA PlAnk  
3-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 2245 x 193 x 14 mm

fumed Oak ice

fumed Oak Melange

Oak black Pepper  

fumed Oak  

Oak cognac  

Oak coffee Melange  

Oak coffee  

Oak havana

Oak krokant  

dimensions: 3500 x 350 x 18 mm

dimensions: 3500 x 300 x 18 mm

dimensions: 3500 x 240 x 18 mm

tHree

eXCLusive

WidtHs

tHree

eXCLusive

WidtHs

drastiC

  nOise 

  reduCtiOn

       POssiBLe!

dimensions: 2400 x 280 x 14 mm

dimensions: 2400 x 240 x 14 mm

dimensions: 2400 x 193 x 14 mm
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colour range fire colour range nature colour range stOne colour range sand

colour ranges 
overvieW 

Oak Ginger  

Oak Mandel

Oak

Oak Pure  

Oak Ginger  

Oak

Oak Pure  

Oak Mandel  

Oak Auster  

Oak kaschmir  

Oak ice  

Oak savanne  

Oak Polar

Oak trüffelgrau  

Oak taupe  

Oak Auster  

Oak kaschmir

Oak ice  

Oak savanne  

Oak Polar

Oak trüffelgrau  

Oak taupe

Oak Ginger

Oak Mandel  

Oak  

Oak Pure  

Oak Oak Auster 

Oak kaschmir

Ash Polar

Oak Auster  

Oak kaschmir

Oak ice  

Oak savanne  

Oak Polar

Oak trüffelgrau  

Oak taupe  

Oak  

Oak Pure  

Oak kaschmir

Oak Ginger

Oak Mandel

Oak  

Oak Pure

Oak Auster

Oak kaschmir

Oak ice  

Oak savanne 

Oak trüffelgrau  

Oak taupe

Oak Polar

Ash Polar

stone Pine edelweiss

Ash latte  

Mountain Maple

canadian Maple  

Ash  

Ash ice  
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fumed Oak ice  

fumed Oak Melange  

Oak black Pepper  

fumed Oak  

colour range Lava colour range terra
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wP 4140
2-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 1400 x 140 x 11 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP 5100
2-lAyer Prquet | 

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP 4100
2-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 1000 x 125 x 11 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP chArisMA 2-striP
3-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 2245 x 193 x 14 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP 550
2-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 500 x 65 x 11 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP 450
2-lAyer Parquet | dimensions: 500 x 65 x 11 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP chArisMA 3-striP
3-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 2245 x 193 x 14 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

wP striP 45
2-lAyer PArquet | dimensions: 360 x 108 x 11 mm

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

fumed Oak 

fumed Oak  

Oak black Pepper  

Oak havana  

nut steamed

fumed Oak  

fumed Oak ice  

nut steamed  

fumed Oak  

fumed Oak  p. 135

Oak cognac  

nut steamed  

Oak krokant  

nut steamed  

Oak coffee  

Oak krokant  

fumed Oak ice  

fumed Oak Melange

Oak black Pepper  

fumed Oak  

Oak cognac  

Oak coffee Melange

Oak coffee  

Oak havana  

Oak krokant  

Oak cognac

nut steamed  

Oak coffee Melange

Oak coffee  

Oak havana

Oak krokant

colour ranges 
overvieW 
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colour range fire colour range nature colour range stOne colour range sand

Ash latte  

Ash ice  

Oak  

Oak  

Oak  Oak kaschmir

Ash ice

Oak kaschmirOak  

Oak  robinia steamed

robinia steamed  

cherry steamed  

Oak kaschmir  

Oak savanne

Mountain Maple  

Ash

robinia steamed  

cherry steamed  

beech steamed  

Oak Mandel  

Oak  

Oak Pure  

Oak Auster  

Oak kaschmir  

Oak savanne

robinia steamed  

cherry steamed  

beech steamed  

robinia steamed  

fumed Oak cranberry  

Oak Auster  

Oak kaschmir  

Oak savanne  

Ash Polar

Ash latte  

canadian Maple  

Ash

Mountain Maple  

canadian Maple  

Ash  

Mountain Maple  

Oak kaschmir  

Oak ice  

Oak savanne  

Ash Polar

Oak Ginger  

Oak Mandel  

Oak  

Oak Pure  

Oak Ginger  

Oak Mandel

Oak

Oak Pure  

Oak taupe  

Oak Auster  
Oak kaschmir
Oak ice  
Oak savanne  
Oak Polar  
Oak trüffelgrau  

Oak trüffelgrau  

Oak Auster
Oak kaschmir
Oak ice  
Oak savanne  
Ash Polar  
Oak Polar  

Oak taupe

Mountain Maple

Ash  

colour ranges 
overvieW 
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this is Parquet intelligence: 

the World‘s first maintenance-free Parquet! 

Are you looking for a parquet floor that offers you practical benefits?

Our intelligent solution: the unique, special sealing that goes down to the pores, makes our parquet  
maintenance free.  all it takes is a gentle clean saving time and money. your floor remains beautiful without  
any maintenance.

comPlicated and 
time consuming 

maintenance is no 
longer required.

revolutionary 
technology means only 
gentle cleaning is needed.

i adore accurate 
aPPearances.

shoWs 
durability. 

our sPecial Pore  
sealing Process.

maintenance-free 
Parquet

unique WorldWide: no 
maintenance required, 
saves you time and money.

maintenance-free 
Parquet
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GuArAnteed by:

– 7-lAyer uv curinG execute:
 the unique sealing technology of the Prostrong surface, protects the parquet against scratches,  

abrasion and heavy duty / wear and tear. multi-layer sealing is also available in a natural matt effect 
as the Proactive+ surface.

– One Of the lArGest hArdwOOd-kiln-dryinG fAcilities in eurOPe:
 decades of experience in the drying of wood help guarantee greater inherent stability and fitting- 

accuracy. this helps reduce the appearance of gaps, because the timber has been kiln dried to the 
level it is expected to achieve in service. ie. emc - equilibrium moisture content.

– shOws durAbility.
 our maintenance-free parquet is extremely resistant to scratches and chemicals.

What We understand by  
maintenance-free Parquet

Weitzer Parkett are the first and only manufacturer of this type of parquet flooring. 
for residential use, the complicated and time consuming maintenance is no longer 
required. for Prostrong and Proactive+ surfaces, only a light cleaning is required.

– sPeciAl weitzer PArkett cleAninG PrOducts: 
cleaning products that have been specifically developed for maintenance-free parquet, guarantees long 
lasting, clean, hygienic and beautiful parquet floors.  a small amount of water and the “clever cleaner“ 
or, alternatively cleaning soap is all that is required.  no additional care and maintenance is necessary.  
Weitzer Parkett cleaning products are ecologically tested and are completely harmless to humans and 
environmentally friendly               

 refer to the Parkett Primer for detailed instructions

– All-rOund PrOtectiOn with jOint-edGe iMPreGnAtiOn 
- recommended for the Prostrong and Proactive+ surfaces, by way of an additional finish, specially   
 adapted for both surfaces. note:  WP charisma has the finish applied ex-factory 

- reduces water penetration at the header and longitudinal edges 

- increases the resistance of your parquet to liquids and room climate fluctuations on a permanent basis  

- reduces the formation of gaps 

radiantly beautiful - day in and day out

revolutionary 
technology means only 
gentle cleaning is needed.

maintenance-free 
Parquet

you can alWays 
identify our
maintenance-
free Products 
by the
maintenance-
free symbol
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100% Pure and 
totally natural. 

this is Parquet intelligence:  

the first healthy Parquet With aaaa-effect! 

Are you looking for a parquet floor that offers you healthy surroundings?

Our intelligent solution: our healthy parquet with it’s allergy-free, antibacterial, antistatic and alive qualities, 
creates a hygienic, healthy atmosphere of well-being.  contrary to carpets, dust and dirt cannot get a permanent 
foothold on the smooth surfaces and mites have no habitat. With its special surfaces, you feel the wood structure 
very close: intensely brushed or scraped.

Perceived higher
floor temPerature

by uP to 2.2 °c.

Promotes  
Well-being.

create healthy 
surroundings With 
the aaaa-effect. i love its 

nature.

healthy  
Parquet

for a Perfect 
indoor climate.

healthy  
Parquet
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the unique AdvAntAGes:

– 100% Pure - nAturAl Oils And wAxes frOM renewAble resOurces
 the surface of the healthy parquet is treated only with natural oils and waxes that penetrate deep into the pores 

and provide the parquet with strong protection. this extremely breathable surface creates a sense of well being 
and healthy living that helps restrict / reduce / remove allergens from the environment  of the potential allergy 
sufferer.  When it comes to appearance, our healthy parquet boasts a natural timber structure that really stands 
out thanks to the oiled surface.

– the nAturAl MAteriAl wOOd

 Wood brings comfort and warmth into the room. the latest studies of an independent german test institute prove: 

increase in surface temperature for parquet compared to 

 - laminate by up to 0.8°c 
 - tiles by up to 2.2°c 

this helps save heating costs!

– rOOM cliMAte reGulAtiOn

 Wood in a room promotes regulation of the humidity and the optimum conditions are 50% humidity and 20°c 
room temperature.  the more wood within a room, the better the climate can be controlled,  health problems 
triggered by too dry or humid air are  minimized.

– the AAAA -effect
 Allergy-sufferer friendly | Antibacterial | Antistatic | Alive 

the perfect surfaces, by it’s allergy-free antibacterial, antistatic and alive qualities, Weitzer Parkett creates a 
hygienic, healthy atmosphere of well-being.  contrary to carpets, dust and dirt cannot get a permanent foothold 
on the smooth surfaces and mites have no habitat.

What We understand by  
healthy Parquet 

this type of floor covering has a significant influence on individuals.  Weitzer Parkett 
have created healthy Parquet specifically to provide and promote a healthy climate 
and wellbeing.

– PArquet fOr A life tiMe 
When it comes to wooden floors, a distinction is made between cleaning and care. ongoing cleaning 
ensures a clean surface day in and day out. Parquet care protects the wood and gives protection.  
regular care ensures that the surface retains its original finish.

  
refer to the Parkett Primer for detailed instructions

Parkett care!

healthy  
Parquet

you can 
alWays 
identify 
our healthy 
Products by 
the healthy 
symbol
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this is Parquet intelligence: 

sound-reduction Parquet -  
creates quiet in the house

do you long for peace and quiet? 

Our intelligent solution: With the specially developed, innovative sound-reduction parquet engineering, silent intelligence™,  
we found a solution to reduce ambient and foot-fall noise at the same time. graz university of technology‘s  
measurement results in this connection yielded a noise reduction of more than half of the perceived volume.

imProved Protection 
for your floor.

easy on 
the Joints.

„suPPress“ noise right  
at the source

can be oPtimally 
combined With 

other flooring.

i love the Peace 
and quiet.

sound-reduction Parquet
With silent intelligencetm

sound-reduction 
Parquet With  
silent intelligence™ 

achieve maximum 
sound reduction.drastiC

  nOise
  reduCtiOn
       POssiBLe!
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you can alWays 
identify our 
sound-
reduction 
Products by 
the sound-
reduction 
symbol

What We understand by 
sound-reduction Parquet

room acoustics play a vital role in personal well-being. Weitzer parkett is an expert 
in this area with its intelligent sound-reduction solutions which help create a relaxing 
atmosphere.

– silent intelliGence tM fOr PrOjects with strinGent AcOustic requireMents

 the best solution for reducing ambient and foot-fall noise is achieved through the system design with absorbing 
and recyclable insulating layer. 

 sound-reduction parquet „suppresses“ loud foot-falls right at the source. the positive features of hardwood 
flooring are retained. independent studies confirm a noise reduction of 8 db to 22 db, depending on the acoustic 
requirements in the residential construction project.

– fully Adhered PArquet: complete surface bonding by professionals, provides perfect contact with 
the underlay, thereby minimising distribution of ambient and footfall sound.

– eAsy On the jOints: the elasticity of the floor has a gentle positive effect on the joints and keeps legs 
comfortable, even when standing for long periods.

– iMPrOved PrOtectiOn fOr yOur flOOr: the unique structure provides the floor with elasticity.  
the “spring“ effect provides a cushioning effect for falling light and blunt objects and therefore prevents 
possible damage.

– suitAble fOr underflOOr heAtinG And fOr cOMbininG with Other flOOrinG: can be  
optimally combined with other Weitzer Parkett due to the specially adapted structural height.  
examples for use: children’s rooms, hotel rooms, shops, nursery schools, passages and many more. 
also perfectly suited to underfloor heating.

additional benefits of sound-reduction Parquet:

underlay/base

eitHer Or

silent-PArquet 
with silent intelliGence™

as WeLL as!

WOrLd
first!

comPlete surface 
bonding

comPlete surface 
bonding

1 2 3requirement:
improved footfall sound

Previous solution: floating 
installation with sound reducing 
underlay/base

requirement: optimal footfall and 
ambient sound values combined in a 
single product 

Our intelligent solution:
WP 2.224 with silent intelligencetm

requirement:
reduced ambient sound

Previous solution: 
complete surface bonding

1

2

3

sound-reduction Parquet
With silent intelligencetm
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this grading has a high percentage of sound knots with an even colour variation without sapwood.  

characteristics: knots, natural grain variation without sapwood. 

accent

the full expressive power of the tree. characteristics: knots of unlimited size, smoothed-out knots and head 

cracks, natural grain variation, core pattern, no sapwood, distinct variation in colour and timber structure.

vibrant

this grade demonstrates the natural growth characteristics of the oak tree. characteristics: no limitation 

on size of knots, open knots, head cracks and variations in colour are permitted, no sapwood

essence

the large proportion of sapwood produces a harmonious, colourful appearance.  

characteristics: knots, sapwood with natural grain variation. 

sPectrum

the elegant and calm appearance given by grain and colour (with no light-coloured sapwood) satisfies the 

most exquisite taste. characteristics: pin knots, fine grain, no sapwood, rift grain. 

exquisite

this grading mixes exquisite and nature in a timeless grain combination, from simple to decorative.  

characteristics: small knots, natural colour variation, no sapwood

select

Wood characteristics such as small knots and colour variations create a balance between vitality and  

elegance. characteristics: small knots, natural colour variation, no sapwood. 

nature

a mix of natural, exquisite and structure gradings, offering a varied appearance. 

characteristics: even grain with natural colour variation and lively characteristics. 

original

combines the characteristics of nature and structure grading, and has character and style.  

characteristics: knots, natural colour variations  

natural

structure

this highly expressive grading, with its powerful colour variations,  brings a feeling of nature to your room

 characteristics: knots, natural grain variation and sapwood. 

gradings

our gradings
from quiet to vibrant

li
ve

ly
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mother nature 
gives us her  
colours 

our source of  
insPiration.

nature

colour range nature: 
refined colour tones. subtle 

beautiful shades, neither light nor 
dark. understated and  

restrained, giving a classical 
finish to your room.  

stone

our parquet colour range stone :
a colour range that is full of 

surprises with its multitude of 
shades. varying from cool,  light 

tones,through to the  exciting 
darker versions which will give 

your rooms  a modern and stylish 
appearance.

sand

colour range sand: 
a glimpse of the seaside.  colour 

tones that remind you of long 
sandy beaches the outdoors, 

and the sound of the sea.  these 
bright hues will bring a feeling of 

relaxation into your life. 

lava

colour range lava: 
strong and powerful colour tones.  
the dark and dusky nuances will 
produce mysterious and magical 
shadows and shade, creating an 
atmosphere of timeless beauty.

terra

colour range terra: 
earthy colour tones - the source 
of life. captured in brown hues, 
these colours will ground your 
surroundings giving your room 

warmth and comfort.  

fire

colour range fire: 
Passionate colours from one end 
of the red spectrum to the other. 
these dynamic, bright colours 
give a feeling of wellbeing and 

vitality

colour ranges
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Weitzer  
Parkett  
aPPearances

for every style, 
We offer the right 
format.

 generous format between  
 plank and block appearance

 expression of contemporary  
 design

 especially well-suited to  
 large, commercial or 
 residential areas

 also fits stylishly into smaller  
 rooms

 aesthetically pleasing 

Wideboard 
aPPearance

aPPearances

 Also available as Grand
 Plank, which performs a
 strong appearance with 
 its length and three widths   

 expressive wood effect  
 which is close-to-nature and 
 works well in large spaces

 elegant, lively and timeless

 the characteristics of the  
 wood are completely 
 retained, ensuring every 
 floor is unique

Plank 
aPPearance
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 unique design from 
 Weitzer Parkett 

 multi-faceted strip 
 appearance in 
 contemporary design

 gives the room a lively  
 look and a personal touch

 extraordinarily effective,  
 especially when installed 
 on stairs (waterfall 
 appearance)

striP
aPPearance

aPPearances

 timeless, classic format

 harmonizes with any furniture  
 style

 offers the greatest freedom 
 of choice of installation 
 patterns, such as 
 herringbone, plait, 
 shifted dice and lamella

 also perfect for combining  
 with other products

block
aPPearance
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straight diagonal

Plank aPPearance

diagonalstraight ladder-tyPe *

Wideboard aPPearance

block aPPearance

shiPdeck 
straight

shiPdeck
diagonal

herringbone ** tWin-
herringbone **

lamella Pattern ** shifted dice **

diagonal 
lamella **

triPle-Plait ** quadruPle-
Plait **

*  pattern possible with WP 4140, WP 5100 
 and WP 4100
**  pattern possible with WP 4140, WP 5100,  
 WP 4100, WP 550 and WP 450

*** combination: WP 4100 / WP 550 / WP 450

herringbone With
border detail  ***

ladder-tyPe 
combination ***

combinations

natural lamella 
straight

natural diagonal 
lamella

Parallel shifted dice

herringbone tWin-herringbone continuous 
lamella Pattern 
straight

continuous 
lamella Pattern 
diagonal

striP aPPearance

laying Patterns
at a glance

lamella Pattern **
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true luxury:
only around 17% of the trunk 
of a tree can be used to 
achieve the Plank aPPearance! 
that makes every Piece a unique 
and valuable item.

PLank
aPPearanCe
nAture’s  
finest.

Plank aPPearance | imPerial Plank | oak ginger | vibrant | bevelled, intensely brushed
f



22 Plank aPPearance
Products
2015|2016

dimensions: 

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

02

03

01

  in three exclusive formats that demonstrate true splendour

 the plank appearance is emphasized thanks to bevelling of the longitudinal 
 and header joints (01)

 tongue and groove joint on four sides (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 suitable for underfloor heating

 the imperial plank has to be fully adhered

 optional: room-long imperial Plank, extra wide!
 Prices and delivery times on request

installing a fidbox® (climate measuring device) is strongly recommended. this enables specialist 
advice to be sought including indoor climate optimization even after the parquet has been installed. 
this preserves the value and beauty of the floor and ensures a long life of the same.

imPerial Plank
3-lAyer PArquet

3500 x 240 x 18 mm  |  overall thickness 18 mm with approx. 5 mm wear layer

3500 x 350 x 18 mm  |  overall thickness 18 mm with approx. 5 mm wear layer

3500 x 300 x 18 mm  |  overall thickness 18 mm with approx. 5 mm wear layer

Width

240

Width

300

Width

350



23Plank aPPearance
Products

2015|2016

dimensions: 

2400 x 193 x 14 mm  |  overall thickness 14 mm with approx. 3,6 mm wear layer

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

02

03

03

01

 the plank appearance is emphasized thanks to bevelling of the longitudinal and  
 header joints (01)

 tongue and groove joints on four sides. can be completely adhered to the  
 subfloor. also suitable for  floating installation in optimal room climates (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 ideally suited to underfloor heating, as it can be completely adhered to  
 the subfloor

installing a fidbox® (climate measuring device) is strongly recommended. this enables specialist 
advice to be sought including indoor climate optimization even after the parquet has been installed. 
this preserves the value and beauty of the floor and ensures a long life of the same.

WP grand Plank
3-lAyer PArquet

Width

280

Width

240

Width

193

2400 x 280 x 14 mm  |  overall thickness 14 mm with approx. 3,6 mm wear layer

2400 x 240 x 14 mm  |  overall thickness 14 mm with approx. 3,6 mm wear layer

neW!
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 intelligent patented double-click system with the greatest interlocking 
 power on the market. (01)

 Patented press-stud principle for simultaneous locking of the longitudinal 
 and header  joints in one movement  (02):
 - fast and  simple one-man assembly and disassembly
 - can be completely adhered to the subfloor*

 header joint edge locking mechanism made from solid hardwood only - 
 completely free from plastic components and plasticizers (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings  (04) 

 hydrostop:
 - unique all-round joint-edge impregnation
 - Provides the ultimate protection against the ingress of moisture  
    due to small spillages
 * ideally suited to underfloor heating, as it can be completely adhered to the subfloor

WP charisma Plank
3-lAyer PArquet

03

04

01 02

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
2245 x 193 x 14 mm 
overall thickness 14 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer
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01 02

03

04

05

  specially developed parquet structure with absorbent insulating layer, 
 reduces ambient and footfall sound

 intelligent patented double-click system (01)

 Patented press-stud principle for simultaneous locking of the longitudinal 
 and header  joints in one movement  (02)

 header joint edge locking mechanism made from solid hardwood (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings  (04) 

  innovative, highly absorbent insulating layer (05) 

 the plank appearance is emphasized thanks to bevelling of the longitudinal 
 and header joints

 sound-reduction parquet with silent intelligence™  is also available for stairs 

 suitable for underfloor heating  

 maximum sound reduction by full adhesion

WP 2.224 With silent intelligencetm

3-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
2245 x 193 x 14 mm 
overall thickness 14 mm with 
approx. 2 mm wear layer

 drastiC

 nOise
 reduCtiOn

 POssiBLe!
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 intelligent patented double-click system with the greatest interlocking 
 power on the market. (01)

 Patented press-stud principle for simultaneous locking of the longitudinal 
 and header  joints in one movement  (02):
 - fast and  simple one-man assembly and disassembly
 - can be completely adhered to the subfloor

 header joint edge locking mechanism made from spruce wood only - 
 completely free from plastic components and plasticizers  (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings  (04) 

WP comfort Plank
3-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions:
1800 x 175 x 11 mm
overall thickness 11 mm with 
approx. 2,5 mm wear layer

neW!

01 02

03

04
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 the plank appearance is emphasized thanks to bevelling of the longitudinal and  
 header joints (01)

  tongue and groove joints on four sides. can be completely adhered to the  
 subfloor. also suitable for floating installation in optimal room climates (02)

 tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing top-quality 
 plywood  (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (04)

 suitable for underfloor heating; optimal with full-surface adhesion

02

04

03

01

WP quadra
3-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions:
1700 x 160 x 14 mm
overall thickness 14 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer
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colour range overvieW
stOck iteM

colour range Lava

fumed oak ice
original

  WP charisma Plank
f

colour range Lava

oak black PePPer
spectrum

  WP quadra

colour range Lava

fumed oak
original
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra

f

colour range terra

oak cognac
essence

  WP charisma Plank
f

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
structure
  WP quadra f

colour range terra

oak coffee  
melange
original
  WP charisma Plank

colour range terra

oak coffee
original

  WP charisma Plank
f

colour range terra

oak havana
select

  WP 2.224

colour range terra

oak havana
original

  WP comfort Plank

colour range terra

oak havana
spectrum

  WP charisma Plank

colour range terra

oak krokant
accent
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra

colour range nature

oak mandel
original

  WP grand Plank
f

colour range nature

oak 
select
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra, WP 2.224

f

colour range nature

oak 
original

  WP grand Plank
f

colour range nature

oak 
original no sapwood

  WP comfort Plank

colour range nature

oak 
accent
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra

f

colour range nature

oak 
essence
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra

f

colour range nature

oak Pure
select

  WP 2.224

colour range nature

oak Pure
accent

  WP charisma Plank

colour range nature

oak Pure
essence

  WP quadra

colour range stOne

oak auster
original

  WP comfort Plank

colour range stOne

oak auster
accent

  WP quadra

colour range stOne

oak auster
essence

  WP charisma Plank
f

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
select
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra, WP 2.224

neW neW neW

neW

neW neW

neW
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colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
original

  WP comfort Plank

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
accent

  WP charisma Plank

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
spectrum
  WP charisma Plank,  
 WP quadra

f

colour range stOne

oak ice
accent

  WP charisma Plank

colour range stOne

oak ice
essence

  WP charisma Plank
f

colour range stOne

oak Polar
accent

  WP charisma Plank
f

colour range sand

stone Pine
edelWeiss
original
  WP charisma Plank f

colour range sand

mountain maPle
select

  WP charisma Plank

colour range sand

mountain maPle
structure

  WP charisma Plank

colour range sand

canadian 
maPle
select
  WP charisma Plank

colour range sand

canadian 
maPle
structure
  WP charisma Plank

colour range sand

ash heartWood
natural

  WP charisma Plank

colour range sand

ash heartWood 
Polar
vibrant
  WP comfort Plank

colour range stOne

oak Polar
spectrum

  WP charisma Plank

colour range stOne

oak tauPe
select

  WP quadra
f

colour range stOne

oak 
trüffelgrau
select
  WP charisma Plank f

colour range stOne

oak 
trüffelgrau
spectrum
  WP charisma Plank

colour range stOne

oak savanne
select

  WP quadra

colour range stOne

oak savanne
original

  WP grand Plank

colour range stOne

oak savanne
accent

  WP quadra

colour range stOne

oak savanne
essence

  WP charisma Plank
ff f

neW

neW neW neW

the below given images are for 
rough orientation only. 

for representative grading 
pictures please refere to 

grading book 2015/16
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Provides a room With style 
and distinctiveness , Works  
Well in all surroundings. the 
sPecial format betWeen Plank 
and block. its generous 
aPPearance makes it Perfectly 
suited to large or small areas.

WideBOard 
aPPearanCe
Offers 
sPAciOusness

Wideboard aPPearance | oak ice | original 
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2015|2016 31

03

02

03
04

01

 luxurious format with an extremely wide choice of wood species,  
 finishes and surfaces 

 tongue and groove joint on four sides (01)

 tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing  
 top-quality plywood (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 bevel on the longitudinal and header joints  (04)

 ideally suited to underfloor heating, thanks to ideal overall thickness

WP 4140
2-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
1400 x 140 x 11 mm 
overall thickness 11 mm with ap-
prox. 3,6 mm wear layer
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03

02

03
04

01

 solid wood wear layer more than twice the thickness of the average product  

 on the market
 -  extremely long lasting and hardwearing
 - renovation similiar to a solid floor possible

 tongue and groove joint on four sides (01)

 tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing top-quality 
 plywood (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 bevel on the longitudinal and header joints  (04)

WP 5100
2-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions:
1000 x 125 x 13 mm
overall thickness 13 mm with 
approx. 5,5 mm wear layer
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03

02

03

01

 available in an extremely wide choice of wood species, finishes  
 and surfaces

 tongue and groove joint on four sides (01)

 tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing top-quality 
 plywood  (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 can be used in combination with WP 550 and WP 450

 can also be supplied in herringbone pattern for orders over 100 m2

WP 4100
2-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
1000 x 125 x 11 mm 
overall thickness 11 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer
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03

04

01 02 intelligent patented double-click system with the greatest interlocking 
 power on the market. (01)

 Patented press-stud principle for simultaneous locking of the longitudinal 
 and header  joints in one movement  (02):
 - fast and  simple one-man assembly and disassembly
 - can be completely adhered to the subfloor*

 header joint edge locking mechanism made from solid hardwood only - 
 completely free from plastic components and plasticizers (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings  (04) 

 hydrostop:
 - unique all-round joint-edge impregnation
 - Provides the ultimate protection against the ingress of moisture  

    due to small spillages

 * ideally suited to underfloor heating, as it can be completely adhered to the subfloor

WP charisma 2-striP
3-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions:
2245 x 193 x 14 mm
overall thickness 14 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer
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01

02

03

04

 great value, completely natural and manufactured in solid wood

 tongue and groove joints on four sides (01) . inherent stability due
 to reverse side with flexible cross tongue (02) – therefore ideal  
 for complete adhesion

 ideally suitable for commercial applications due to the 8mm  
 thick solid wood wear layer

 solid wood. (03) top quality appearance due to its additional
 bevelled (04) and brushed surface treatment

WP maxima 
sOlid bOArd

dimensions:
1000 x 120 x 15 mm
overall thickness 15 mm with 
approx. 8 mm wear layer

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm
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colour range overvieW
stOck iteM

colour range Lava

fumed oak ice
original

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range Lava

fumed oak
original
  WP 4100 
 WP charisma 2-strip

f

colour range terra

oak coffee
original

  WP 4140, WP 4100

colour range terra

oak cognac
spectrum

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range fire

fumed oak
cranberry
spectrum
  WP 4100

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
select
  WP 4100 f

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
original
  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
structure
  WP 4100

colour range terra

oak krokant
nature

  WP 4100

colour range terra

oak krokant
original

  WP charisma 2-strip
f

colour range stOne

oak ice
original

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range nature

oak 
nature

  WP 4100
f

colour range nature

oak 
accent
  WP 4140, WP 5100 
 WP 4100

f

colour range nature

oak
structure

  WP 4100
f

colour range nature

oak Pure
select

  WP 4140

colour range nature

oak Pure
spectrum

  WP 4100

colour range stOne

oak auster
select

  WP 4140

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
original

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
spectrum
  WP 4140, WP 5100 
 WP 4100

f

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
select

  WP 4140

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
nature

  WP 4100
f

colour range fire

robinia ged.
original
  WP 4100 
 WP charisma 2-strip

f

colour range nature

oak 
original

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range nature

oak 
select

  WP 4140, WP 5100

colour range nature

oak mandel 
accent

  WP 4140

neW neW

neW neW

neW

neW
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colour range sand

ash
select

  WP 4100

colour range sand

ash
structure

  WP 4100

colour range sand

ash ice
natural

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range stOne

ash Polar
natural

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range sand

mountain maPle
select

  WP 4100

colour range sand

mountain maPle
structure

  WP 4100

colour range stOne

oak 
trüffelgrau
select
  WP 4140

colour range sand

ash latte
select

  WP 4100

colour range stOne

oak ice
accent

  WP 4140
f

colour range stOne

oak savanne
select

  WP 4140

colour range stOne

oak savanne
original

  WP charisma 2-strip

colour range stOne

oak savanne
spectrum

  WP 4100
f

neW

the below given images are for 
rough orientation only. 

for representative grading 
pictures please refere to 

grading book 2015/16
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a Parquet that matches any 
style:  the block aPPearance 
is a timeless classical design. 
thanks to its diversity, block 
Parquet goes Well With any 
style of furnishing.

BLOCk 
aPPearanCe
creAtes MOre 
lAtitude

block aPPearance | nut steamed | structure 
f

Products
2015|201638
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2015|2016 39

03

02

03

01

 solid wood wear layer more than twice the thickness of the average product  
 on the market  
 - extremely long lasting and hardwearing
 - same re-sanding timescales as for solid timber floors

 tongue and groove joint on four sides (01)

 tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing top-quality 
 plywood  (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 offers the greatest freedom of choice of installation patterns, also perfect for 
 combining with other products

WP 550
2-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
500 x 65 x 11 mm 
overall thickness 11 mm with 
approx. 5,5 mm wear layer
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03

02

03

01

 available in an extremely wide choice of wood species,  
 finishes and surfaces

 tongue and groove joint on four sides (01)

 tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing top-quality 
 plywood  (02)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (03)

 offers the greatest freedom of choice of installation patterns,  
 also perfect for combining with other products

WP 450
2-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
500 x 65 x 11 mm 
overall thickness 11 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer
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03

04

01 02 intelligent patented double-click system with the greatest interlocking 
 power on the market. (01)

 Patented press-stud principle for simultaneous locking of the longitudinal 
 and header  joints in one movement  (02):
 - fast and  simple one-man assembly and disassembly
 - can be completely adhered to the subfloor*

 header joint edge locking mechanism made from solid hardwood only - 
 completely free from plastic components and plasticizers (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings  (04) 

 hydrostop:
 - unique all-round joint-edge impregnation
 - Provides the ultimate protection against the ingress of moisture  

    due to small spillages

 * ideally suited to underfloor heating, as it can be completely adhered to the subfloor

WP charisma 3-striP
3-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions:
2245 x 193 x 14 mm
overall thickness 14 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer
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 Prestigious and of great ecological value due to solid wood construction

 the globally unrivalled solid block parquet with square edges prefinished 
 in either Prostrong, Proactive+ or Provital surface finish, guarantees 
 unbeatably reduced installation times with the greatest precision and 
 quality surface finish

 tongue and groove joints on all four sides (01)

 ideally suitable for commercial applications due to the 10mm thick 
 solid wood wear layer (02)

WP classic 521 
sOlid blOck PArquet

dimensions: 
500 x 60 x 21 mm 
overall thickness 21 mm with 
approx. 10 mm wear layer

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

03

02

01
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colour range overvieW
stOck iteM

colour range Lava

fumed oak
original
  WP 550, WP 450, 
 WP charisma 3-strip 

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
original
  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
structure
  WP 450, WP charisma 3-strip

colour range terra

oak coffee
original

  WP 450

colour range terra

oak havana
structure

  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range terra

oak krokant
nature

  WP 450

colour range fire

robinia  
steamed
original
  WP 450, WP charisma 3-strip

colour range fire

cherry 
steamed
select
  WP 450, WP charisma 3-strip

colour range fire

cherry 
steamed
original
  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range fire

cherry 
steamed
structure
  WP 450, WP charisma 3-strip

colour range nature

oak 
nature
  WP 550, WP 450  
 WP charisma 3-strip

f

colour range stOne

oak auster
nature
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range stOne

oak savanne
nature
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

f

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
nature

  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
spectrum

  WP 550, WP 450

colour range stOne

ash Polar
select

  WP charisma 3-strip

f f

f

colour range nature

oak 
structure

  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range nature

oak 
accent

  WP 550, WP 450

colour range nature

oak 
spectrum

  WP 550, WP 450

colour range nature

oak Pure
nature

  WP charisma 3-strip
f f f

colour range fire

beech steamed
nature
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range fire

beech steamed
structure
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range nature

oak mandel 
structure

  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range nature

oak 
exquisite
  WP 550, WP 450  
 WP charisma 3-strip

f

colour range sand

ash latte
select

  WP 450

neW

neW
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colour range overvieW
stOck iteM

colour range sand

ash
select
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range sand

ash
structure
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range sand

canadian 
maPle
structure
  WP 450, WP charisma 3-strip

colour range sand

mountain maPle
select
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range sand

mountain maPle
structure
  WP 450,  
 WP charisma 3-strip

colour range sand

canadian 
maPle
select
  WP charisma 3-strip

colour range sand

canadian 
maPle
nature
  WP 450, WP charisma 3-strip

the below given images are for 
rough orientation only. 

for representative grading 
pictures please refere to 

grading book 2015/16
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modern and multifaceted, 
striP Parquet With its 
nuanced striPs creates 
imParting sPecial accents 
in your rooms.

striP 
aPPearanCe
stAnds fOr 
desiGn

striP aPPearance | oak savanne | nature

Products
2015|2016 45
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02

01

 unusually effective design - exclusively from Weitzer Parkett

 extremely high-grade and long-lasting due to above-average  solid wood 
 wear layer of approx. 4.5 mm

 tongue and groove joints on four sides (01)

 supporting material made from moisture resistant  hdf (02)

 unbeatable price/performance ratio

WP striP 45
2-lAyer PArquet

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
360 x 108 x 11 mm 
overall thickness 11 mm with 
approx. 4,5 mm wear layer
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colour range fire

robinia  
steamed
original
  WP strip 45

colour range overvieW
stOck iteM

colour range Lava

oak  
black PePPer
nature
  WP strip 45

colour range Lava

fumed  
oak
nature
  WP strip 45

colour range terra

nut 
steamed
original
  WP strip 45

colour range fire

cherry 
steamed
original
  WP strip 45

colour range nature

oak 
nature

  WP strip 45

colour range nature

oak 
structure

  WP strip 45

colour range stOne

oak kaschmir
nature

  WP strip 45

colour range stOne

oak savanne
nature

  WP strip 45

colour range sand

mountain maPle
select

  WP strip 45

colour range sand

mountain maPle
natural

  WP strip 45

colour range sand

ash
select

  WP strip 45

colour range sand

ash
natural

  WP strip 45

f f

neW

neW

the below given images are for 
rough orientation only. 

for representative grading 
pictures please refere to 

grading book 2015/16
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sPeCiaL editiOn
cOnfiGured AccOr-
dinG tO yOur tAste by 
weitzer PArkett

48

Parquet®
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price-list 
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Panel aPPearance | WP tWist mix | oak ice | essence | bevelled, stoneWashed
f

49

Parquet®
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2 product Lines

4 
Fo

r
m

at
s

twist parquet

the neW Panel aPPearance With much more room for creativity!
twist parquet finally gives the room the individuality it deserves! 
Weitzer Parkett combines the most important trends from haptics, colour and size in a unique item.

technical data:
 one longitudinal tongue —3-sided groove 

 plus false tongue for the front side (01)

 spruce supporting material with 
 vertically arranged growth rings (02)

 With bevel (03) or 
 trendy soft line (04) on request

your Pattern. my Pattern.  
install me any Which Way you Want.

02

01 01

02

neW!

sOftLine

0403

0 cm 100 cm

 193 x 193 x 14 mm

 386 x 193 x 14 mm

 579 x 193 x 14 mm

 772 x 193 x 14 mm 

 oak ice | essence | bevelled, stoneWashed  

 powerful white tones combined with a 
  distinct brushing  

 oak | select | softline 

 a soft, rounded bevel enhances the formats

total thickness for all four formats is 14 mm with about 3.6 mm top layer.
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PAnel APPeArAnce  |  3-lAyer PArquet

Possible laying Patterns—the choices are:
 wP twist Mix: all four formats invite you to design and play - 

 entirely individual and creative patterns emerge

 wP twist 772       

 wP twist 579       

 mix pattern: an example of innumerable 
 installation possibilities

 herringbone pattern

completely en vogue - contemporary and generously interpreted:  
the traditional herringbone pattern in our exciting panel-appearance format.

Panel aPPearance | WP tWist mix | oak | select | softline, deeP brushed
f
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03

04

01 02

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 350 cm

dimensions: 
2245 x 193 x 14 mm 
overall thickness 14 mm with 
approx. 3,6 mm wear layer

 aLpine sun
oak

technical data:
 WP charisma Plank | oak alpine sun

 intelligent patented double-click system with the greatest interlocking 
 power on the market. (01)

 Patented press-stud principle for simultaneous locking of the longitudinal 
 and header  joints in one movement  (02):
 - fast and  simple one-man assembly and disassembly
 - can be completely adhered to the subfloor*

 header joint edge locking mechanism made from solid hardwood only - 
 completely free from plastic components and plasticizers  (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings  (04) 

 * ideally suited to underfloor heating, as it can be completely adhered to the subfloor

my colour is like   
the gentle touch of the sun.
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alPensonnePlAnk APPeArAnce  |  3-lAyer PArquet

Plank aPPearance | oak alPine sun | essence | bevelled, brushed 
f

53sPecial editions
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3500 x 240 x 18 mm  |  overall thickness 18 mm with approx. 5 mm wear layer

02

04

03

dimensions: 

200 cm 300 cm0 cm 100 cm 380 cm

installing a fidbox® (climate measuring device) is strongly recommended. this enables specialist 
advice to be sought including indoor climate optimization even after the parquet has been installed. 
this preserves the value and beauty of the floor and ensures a long life of the same.

technical data:
 refined with styrian red wine

 the plank appearance is emphasized thanks to bevelling of the longitudinal and  
 header joints (01)

 tongue and groove joints on four sides (02)

  tailor-made and dimensionally stable header joint by utilizing top-quality 
 spruce wood  (03)

 spruce supporting material with vertically arranged growth rings (04)

 suitable for underfloor heating 

 the Wine oak has to be fully adhered

genuine styrian red Wine   
creates my unmistakable colour.

wine oak
styrian 

PlAnk APPeArAnce  |  
3-lAyer PArquet

3800 x 187 x 15 mm  |  overall thickness 15 mm with approx. 4 mm wear layer

Plank aPPearance | styrian Wine oak | original | bevelled, brushed
f

01
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the Perfect finish 
to your interior.

WOOden 
stairs 
WP MuLti
PArquet And 
stAirs in identicAl 
cOlOurs

Plank aPPearance | nut steamed | structure 

55Products
2015|2016
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riser

Tread

treAd PAnel 
PrOfiLe 40

treAd PAnel 
PrOfiLe 58 

treAd PAnel 
PrOfiLe BLOCk 

treAd PAnel 
BLOCk styLe PrOfiLe

06

quick and flexible solution 
on site!
fixed length: 2500 mm 

(including tongue with imperial Plank, WP charisma, 

WP 2.224 and WP comfort Plank)

06   
loose edge 
Profile for stePs  
(LeP)

01

03

        sOlid hAnd rAil07

05

04

02

02

02

02

available in Profile 40 
       and  Profile 58

Wall covering08

neW!

neW!
fOr WP CHarisMa 
PLank

the intelligent moulding system made of genuine wood for all applications—whether straight, l- or u-shaped, or slanting. 
consisting of Multi front edge (fe), Multi front edge - riser (fer), and the wall cover Moulding (wcM), they fit every Weit-
zer parquet and every multi-stair variation. Available in every wood species and colour of the weitzer Parkett assortment.

03  + 04  + 05   WP multi moulding system

the multi front edge covers the open sides of the tread. the multi front edge is provided 
with a permanent tongue. a router and a 4 mm groove cutter with thrust ring are needed 
for installation.

PrOfile 40, 58, blOck:
dimensions: 350 x 40/58 x 6 mm  |  dimensions: 600 x 40/58 x 6 mm

05   multi front edge (fe)

* grooves must be cut during installation

new! also available without tongue!

covers the side of the risers (vertically) and rounds off the overall 
picture of the staircase. it is available in white (see image) or in all 
parquet appearances.

03   multi front edge - riser (fer) 
the final touch for wall clearance. offers 
protection against abrasion and dirt.

04   multi Wall cover moulding (WCM) 

Precise, 

stable 

fixation of 

front edge 

(fe) *
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the stair edge profile consists of a multi-moulding and a parquet strip. it is the closure of every staircase (exit) 
and enables continued seamless laying of the connecting parquet
(continued frontal laying on request)

01   edge Profile for stePs (eP)

PrOfile 40
40 mm edge band 

PrOfil blOck
variable riser*

blOck style PrOfile 
variable riser*

 consists of several parquet strips (number of parquet strips varies depending on parquet appearance) and terminates 
at the longitudinal sides each with multi-moulding.

02   tread Panel

 standard 17 mm thick carrier panel,
6 mm or 27 mm thickness deliverable on request

AvAilAble MOdels: 
Profile 40, Profile 58, Profile block and block style Profile

you‘ll find a detailed description of the individual 
profiles on the next page.

two treads can be produced per large die plate.

Plank aPPearance* Wideboard aPPearance block aPPearance striP aPPearance
 „classic“ installation

striP aPPearance
 „design“ installation

tread combination

exemplary presentation of the tread combination for each cut is displayed on the back side. however this serves only as 
guidance. exact measures must always be taken on site!

* continuous top layer (no header joint) is possible at an extra cost.

Weitzer Parkett offers matching stairs 
for every Parquet floor - irresPective of 
Which timber or colour tone you use - 
creating colour consistency throughout

 immediately

click on

for example 

continue

installation

 examPle illustration

PrOfile 58
58 mm edge band 

 examPle illustration  examPle illustration  examPle illustration

* height depends on each product.

neW!
fOr WP CHarisMa 
PLank

examPle illustration
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40
 m

m

consists of several parquet
strips* and connects each longitudinal side 
with a multi-moulding. two treads can be 

produced per tread panel.

tread Panel PrOfiL 40

58
 m

m

tread Panel PrOfiLe 58

va
ri

ab
le

**
va

ri
ab

le
**

tread Panel PrOfiL BLOCk

* number of parquet strips varies depending on parquet appearance.   
** height depends on each product.              

the tread Panel in detail

ideal for covering existing stairs, it 
consists of several parquet strips* and 
completes each longitudinal side with a 

multi-moulding. two treads can be 
produced per tread panel.

makes old steps vanish completely. 
Perfect for renovations! 
riser∆ is supplied loose.

tread Panel BLOCk styLe PrOfiLe

new for wP charisma Plank:
Perfect joining technology!

Joining the riser and tread without 
shadow gap.

neW!
fOr WP CHarisMa 
PLank

∆ riser: is the vertical cladding of the existing step. it is available in 
white (see image Profile 40 and 58) or in all parquet appearances.
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Professional 
installation With 
screW connected 
riser

for a Perfect result

your benefits at a 
glance:

 Prefabricated riser as an ideal solution to cover   
 existing structure  (01)
 (brickworks/Painting not necessary)

 Pre-drilled, countersunk 
 threaded connection in the riser (02) 
 (simple one-man installation)

 remarkable saving of installation time

02

01

oPtimized installation conditions 
of the riser using an exact 

edge and Pre-drilled 
threaded-connection holes.

fOrce-fit cOnnectiOn  
of the riser 
with the tread

20
0 

m
m

 s
ta

nd
ar

d

accurate, factory-prefabricated edge 
(including appropriate screw)
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4.
10

Stiegen-Preisliste 2008

Lieferumfang:

Bauphase 1 

Wangen: MDF Wange ca. 30 mm stark und weiß grundiert mit Winkel inkl. Zubehör

Schablone: Montage an Gipskarton auf bauseits vorhandenem OSB- und Massivholz-Unterbau 
mit Winkel inkl. Zubehör.

Baustufen inkl. Setzstufen: Trittstufe und Setzstufe aus Plattenwerkstoff; nur als geschlossene Stiege möglich – 
werden während der Bauphase 1 genutzt und später mit WST Multi belegt.

Galeriegeländer: MDF ca. 30 mm stark und weiß grundiert

Deckenblende: MDF ca. 30 mm,  z.B. auch für Estrichschalung geeignet

Bauphase  2

Trittstufen und Setzstufen: Lieferprogramm Seite 69 – 71.
Exakt auf Maß gefertigte Tritt- und Setzstufen mit 3 mm Wangenabstand (Wandabstand) 
Montage lt. Montageanleitung, ausführliche Hinweise erhalten Sie durch unser Montagevideo, 
siehe www.weitzer-parkett.com/wstmulti.php

Laufbreite: bis 105 cm. 

Geländerhandlauf Modul 
Galeriehandlauf Modul

Dimension:
55 x 30 mm

Preise: Euro/Steigung, entsprechend der ausgewählten Grundform der Stiege,  
ungeachtet ob einzelne Tritte gerade oder gedreht sind.

Montageanleitung/
technische Hinweise: fordern Sie diese bitte unter +43 (0) 3172 / 2372 – 0  oder unter office@weitzer-parkett.com an!

Gerade 1/4 gedreht

Modelle

straight
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u-shaPed

WP multi Possibilities

solid hand rails

** 5 mm edge radius

lOnGitudinAl finGer 
jOint

hAnd rAil hl 50   
40 x 55 mm

hAnd rAil hl 80   
80 x 40 mm**

rOundinG 
of handrail ends 
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intelligent and Proven
solutions for the
Perfect finish
of your interior.

Parquet 
MOuLdinG 
systeM
 frOM siMPle 
tO eleGAnt

magnet-flex design moulding
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magnet-flex 
design  
moulding

unique magnetic 
aluminium 
moulding system 
With maximum 
flexibility.

your benefits at  
a glance:

 Perfect harmony.  an accomplished room  
 design, yet practical for everyday use

 flat system for discreet wall finishing

 uneven and irregular surfaces are  
 compensated for by the rubber lip, which  
 prevents dust and dirt deposits

 simple assembly and removal - ideal for 
 quick access to underlying cable conduit when 
 carrying out general maintenance

 the fixings for the moulding are invisible 

floor mounting
of magnet-flex 

design moulding

easy assembly and removal. ideal for covering cable 
conduits.

magnet-flex design moulding with rubber lip.

dimensions: 2960 x 40 x 2 mm
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veneered skirtings

sf 58  -   length 2500 mm

sf 60  -   length 2500 mm sf 82  -   length 2500 mm

Parquet 
skirtings

a matching  
skirting for  
every floor.

Pf 24  -   length 2500 mm

sf 40 *  -  length 2500 mm

cliP-stAr cliP-stAr

cliP-stAr

* moulding and parquet available in the same colour tone. Please see our current price list for additional information.

skirtings  

with practical 

cliP systeM

sf 95  -   length 2500 mm

cliP-stAr

Products
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sP 95  -   length 2400 mm

P 30  -  length: random

sP 50  -   length 2400 mm

P 20  -   length: random *

veneered skirtings

solid skirtings

kf 40  -   length 2500 mm

cliP-stAr

kf 60  -   length 2500 mm

cliP-stAr

kf 50  -   length 2500 mm

cliP-stAr

* also available with insulating strip

Pf 40  -   length 2500 mm

cliP-stAr
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‘l’ = Stock item; Delivery time: five working days ex works. Varying levels of demand may result in significantly longer delivery times for items.
Sales prices are ex works, and delivery is in full boxes only. all deliveries are based on the general terms and conditions of Business of Weitzer parkett. all rights reserved for changes, composition and printing errors.

Parquet
aCCessOries

With the right accessories,
the Parquet stays beautiful
years after its installation

fOr A lOnG 
PArquet life!

65Products
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cleaning  
and maintenance 
agent shelf

because customer
retention
is imPortant.

COMPetitive  

set PriCe 
ask your resPonsible

Weitzer Parkett contact Person

cleAninG And
MAintenAnce AGent shelf

free!
+ 

you take care of your customers even 
after installation! 

With cleaning and maintenance products from  
Weitzer Parkett you have always got a good reason  
to stay in contact with your customers.
Perfectly matched to the needs of the surface finish, 
the cleaning and maintenance products are better 
suited than no-name products and the parquet will 
stay beautiful for a lifetime. that‘s good for the  
parquet and good for customer retention!

your benefits at a 
glance:

 you keep in contact with your customers even   
 after the installation.
 maintenance and cleaning products are a good 

 instrument for customer-retention and  
 a service-feature.
  gain extra business.

 

the set cOntAins:

  three bottles each of: cleaning soap, clever   
  cleaner, Provital finish, clean & care;
  three bottles each of: Provital finish maintenance  

  spray (01 transparent, 02 white, 03 grey, 
  04 brown, 05 black);
  three sets of: Provital finish maintenance set 

  (01 transparent, 02 white, 03 grey, 04 brown, 
   05 black); and
   one box (16 handy sample sizes, each 60 ml): 
  cleaning soap.
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guaranteed free 
from Plasticizers

Weitzer Parkett
sets standards:
With a unique overall 
solution free from 
Plasticizers!

envirOnMentaLLy 
friendLy

*  can also be used as blocking primer in case of excessive 
 residual moisture (up to 4% cm) when applied by means 
 of trowel no. 12.
 Please request installation instructions

your benefits at  
a glance: 

 free from Plasticizers

 does not contain potentially migrating  
 components after curing

 free from solvents and water

 sustainability: Parquet that has been  
 removed after a long period of use can in 
 future be fed into the recycling execute at 
 significantly lower cost. thanks to the  
 environmentally friendly adhesive, no  
 harmful substances can be absorbed by the  
 wood, which means that it can be fully  
 recycled for future use.

additional benefits for you:

 usage on substrates with increased  
 residual moisture of up to 4% cm possible

 savings on epoxy resin primers

easy-to-execute, exemplary solution –in terms 
of the environment and economics

Weitzer Parkett is well aware of its environmental  
responsibility and implements this throughout the  
entire value-added chain - from the procurement of 
raw materials right up to our  wood waste recycling.  
in the same manner, we place great emphasis on using 
environmentally safe  products required in the produc-
tion of our parquet flooring.

We are the first and only provider on the market to offer you an overall solution 
free from plasticizers: from the parquet floor to the adhesive. another  
contribution to improved health and the preservation of  mother nature.

 
Profi smP  
adhesive  
no. 950 

PrOduct detAils
 1-component, label-free adhesive
 adhesive residues can be easily removed
 use with 2- and 3-layer parquet:  

 1000 g/m² to 1200 g/m² 
 application: suitable for complete adhesion of  

 solid wood floors, 2-layer and 3-layer parquet*

Products
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Weitzer  
Parkett 
fidbox®

safety
included.

your benefits at  
a glance: 

 the fidbox® has already been used on numerous 
 occasions to indemnify parquet installers in 
 cases of claims against them. the device 
 measures the temperature and relative humidity 
 and consequently provides recognised data that 
 can be verified by experts.

 the new safety standard forms part of the 
 initiative of leading manufacturers in their 
 endeavour to turn parquet into an even more 
 reliable quality product.

 the fidbox® is integrated in the parquet floor.  
 the stored data can be read at a later stage 
 without any problems.

installing a fidbox® is mandatory for the WP grand plank. this enables you to seek specialist advice and optimize your indoor climate even after the parquet has been laid, there-
by ensuring the value of the parquet floor is preserved. this will ensure your clients can look forward to a long and happy life together with their parquet floor.    

the fidbox® is a climate monitor that is hidden in the 
parquet for measuring the temperature (°c) and  
relative humidity (%), and a data logger for ongoing 
data recording all in one. the data stored in the  
device can be read at any time and allows for  
determination of the temperature as well as the level 
of humidity of the screed/subfloor and wood. not only 
is this information of interest when it comes to room 
climate, it also provides clear evidence in the event of 
damage.
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the different Wood 
sPecies We use serve to 
reflect the infinite 
diversity of nature.

WOOd - 
at its 
Best
frOM MAPle 
tO stOne Pine
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Wood - at its best
our Wood sPecies mirror mother nature’s diversity.   

acacia- the robust one   botanical name robinia Pseudoacacia 

the wood of the perennial acacia has a wide range of different uses:
it is one of the heaviest and hardest domestic wood species, and has a high level of resis-
tance. one special characteristic of acacia wood is its resistance to weathering, while it is 
also highly stable and flexible. visually, the acacia’s distinct structuring and warm, reddish-
brown colouring, which is brought out by means of a steam execute, is highly pleasing. 

Origin: hungary 

oak - the steadfast one   botanical name quercus 

the highly characteristic, long-living oak is amongst the most valuable of domestic  
timbers. the timeless classic stands for robustness - the wood of this dependable tree is 
durable, hard, firm and elastic all in one. this makes it the perfect wood for a wide range 
of additional colour treatments, because it works with all furniture styles and is perfect 
for use with underfloor heating, oak remains the wood of choice for most people selecting 
a parquet floor. 

Origin: primarily Austria, hungary and croatia. 

beech - the flexible one   botanical name fagus sylvatica 

the beech is austria‘s most common deciduous tree, and is often affectionately referred 
to as the “mother of the forest” as a result. the hard, durable wood, with its fine, discreet 
growth pattern, is easy to steam bend, after which it retains its new shape. the diverse ran-
ge of styles to which beech lends itself, from rustic to elegant, make it the wood most used 
in parquet after oak. beech wood is distinctive for its light yellow to pinky-brown colouring. 

Origin: Austria, hungary and slovakia. 

Walnut - the Precious one   botanical name Juglans nigra

one of the most valuable and sought-after timbers, walnut has been viewed for  
centuries now as one of the most precious wood species for the production not just of 
parquet flooring and furniture, but also of musical instruments. thanks to its colouring, 
which ranges from matt to blackish-brown, and its marking, this attractive wood gives any 
room it graces a particularly luxurious ambience. its varied appearance makes it the ideal 
choice for those wishing to create effective contrasts.

Origin: central and eastern europe, usA

Wood sPecies
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Wood - at its best
our Wood sPecies mirror mother nature’s diversity.   

cherry - the Warming one   botanical name Prunus avium

cherry continues to be a classic in the furniture world, and was the most popular 
wood of the biedermeier and art nouveau era. again and again, this refined precious 
wood motivated designers of the time to create elegant, beautifully shaped - and of 
course, comfortable - furniture. its reddish-gold brown colour gives any room a warm,  
comfortable radiance. the lively, natural graining makes it particularly decorative, and the 
perfect wood to use in contrast with white or darker woods. 

Origin: primarily Austria and croatia. 

ash - the vital one   botanical name fraxinus excelsior

thanks to the high quality of its wood, the ash is one of the most precious deciduous woods, 
and together with beech and oak, one of the most important timbers in central europe. 
the expressive, distinctively structured wood, with its pronounced annual rings, is har-
der, tougher and more flexible than that of many other trees. for that reason, ash wood is 
most popular amongst those with the highest requirements when it comes to toughness 
and flexibility. thanks to its special marking with a brown core, the ash is often known as 
the ‘core ash’. 

Origin: Austria, hungary, croatia and ukraine. 

canadian maPle - the charming one botanical name acer saccharum

canadian maple is both harder and more distinctive in its graining than the mountain maple. 
the sugar maple, as this wood is also known due to the famous maple sugar which can be 
produced from the sap of the tree, is one of the most valuable of the maple species. With its 
eyed texture and the warm appearance of its wood, the canadian maple is popular amongst 
those wishing to combine it with other woods, and has a wide range of uses compared to 
other light wood species due to its hardness. 

Origin: canada and north-eastern usA

mountain maPle - the bright one    botanical name acer PseudoPlatanus 

With its simple, evenly structured precious hardwood and glossy, whitish-yellow  
colouring, the mountain maple is one of the lightest of its kind to be found in austria. thanks 
to its fine pores, this wood has an especially ‘clean’ effect, one reason it is so popular 
amongst the producers of kitchen utensils and children’s toys. the light colouring of the 
mountain maple gives living spaces a lightness which makes everything around it  appear 
especially bright and cheerful. 

Origin: Austria and slovakia. 

Wood sPecies
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Wood - at its best
our Wood sPecies mirror mother nature’s diversity.   

stone Pine - the aromatic one   botanical name Pinus cembra

the stone pine is one of the few domestic wood species which, as well as its striking 
graining (numerous dark-brown knots), has an unmistakable scented aroma which hangs 
strongly in the air. the essential oils contained in pinewood have been proven to have a 
positive effect on our health and wellbeing. according to a survey by Joanneum research 
austria, pinewood reduces the heart rate and promotes regeneration in the body. stone 
Pine also has a positive influence on our sensitivity to weather conditions. in addition to 
this, pinewood has a high antibacterial effect, and even serves as an effective protection 
against insects thanks to the special substances contained in it. as a result, the stone pine 
is primarily used in bedrooms and wellness areas. 

Origin: selected mountain regions in Austria.

Wood sPecies
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We’ve been 
tested. 
the ‘ü’ label stands for emissions-tested building  
products in germany which have been compulsorily  
tested, and must be approved, in accordance with the 
principles of the deutsches institut for bautechnik 
(‘dibt’), the german institute of building technology.

We stand for 
real values.
developed by the european federation of the Parquet 
industry (“feP”), only solid and multi-layered real wood 
floors such as those manufactured by Weitzer Parkett 
may carry the real Wood logo. the campaign for real 
wood floors has been developed to avoid confusion  
between real timber floors and laminate floors (laminate 
cannot carry the “real Wood” label). 

www.realwood.eu 

R
W

0
1
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environmental 
Protection: We’re 
taking a stance. 
as the world’s oldest and best-known eco-label, the blue 
angel stands for credibility and competence. it identifies 
products which are particularly environmentally friendly 
and at the same time meet high demands in relation 
to health and employment protection. Weitzer Parkett  
products have been tested in accordance with these strict 
guidelines, and as a result are entitled to carry the blue 
angel seal of approval.

environmental resPonsibility
our certifications Prove our lived environmental Protection and sustainability

We’re taking 
resPonsibility. 
Weitzer Parkett holds the Pefc certificate of  
sustainable forestry. this europe-wide system of forest 
certification acts as a common framework for national and 
regional certification schemes Pefc (Programme for the  
endorsement of forest certification scheme) is a  
certification system initiated by european private forest 
owners and promotes sustainable forestry.

www.pefc.at

Promoting Sustainable 
Forest Management

fsc®: 
We are
certified.
fsc® (forest stewardship council®) confers its  
certificates only on those companies using woods for 
their products that have been felled without exploiting 
natural, economic, or social resources.

your trust 
is imPortant 
to us.

the greenguard certificate guarantees no harmful 
chemical emissions of our 3-layer floors.

environmental 
resPonsibility
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no sooner said  
than done. 

We listen to mother nature, and feel obliged to align our 
company with the environment.  We invite you to follow our 
example!

  our raw timber is almost exclusively derived from  
european, sustainable forests.

  We are the first parquet manufacturer to have ceased 
using tropical hardwood timber for a number of years.

  support for greenpeace forest projects.  by purchasing 
a Weitzer Parkett product, you are contributing to saving 
the last remaining virgin forests in romania.

 energy is a valuable resource, our internal biomass 
 power plant, photovoltaic systems and hydroelectric 
 power plant allow us to produce not only 
 environmentally friendly district heating, but also 
 eco-power.  the energy produced in this sustainable 
 manner provides power not only for Weitzer Parkett but 
 also for more than half of the city of Weiz.  this  
 corresponds to a capacity of more than 2000 
 households.

  We make a significant contribution to a positive eco 
balance by means of our overall value-add chain: 

 resources from nearby locations, short transport paths, 
 production in austria, renewable energy, and much 
 more besides.

 we are a step ahead:  weitzer Parkett is the first and 
 only manufacturer in the market to offer an overall 
 solution for parquet flooring and adhesive that is free 
 from plasticizers.

this is  Parquet intelligence: 

hand in hand  
With mother nature

do you expect environmental responsibility that you 
can trust?

Our intelligent solution: tropical timber has been a taboo 
for us for a long time and we actively support greenpeace‘s 
forest protection projects. our innovative strength helps 
us to implement particularly efficient measures in  
matters of ecology: our in-house biomass co-generation 
plant, photovoltaic system, and hydroelectric plant are 
just a few examples of our responsible actions in terms of  
future generations. 

environmental 
resPonsibility
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70 m2 wP charisma    
  Oak planks bind
     1 ton of cO2

„healthy flourishing forests play 
a key role in the global climate, 
and consequently for life as a 
whole.  accepting responsibility 
for the environment is a major 
concern for us.  that’s why as 
personal sponsors, we support 
the  forest 
campaign in romania for the 
preservation of the last 
remaining virgin forests 
in europe“

dr. nicola weitzer 
di (fh) Michael wesonig
Mag. (fh) kathrin zenker
Mag. Alexandra decker-weitzer

We listen to  
mother nature 

our ecological 
resPonsibility 
for future 
generations. 

environmental 
resPonsibility



weitzer-parkett.com

Weitzer Parkett gmbh & cokg
klammstraße 24 
8160 Weiz, austria

tel.+43 (0)3172/2372-0 
fax +43 (0)3172/2372-401
office@weitzer-parkett.com 
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